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VOCABULARY

a year-long workbook



A YEAR-LONG
WORKBOOK

This resource includes 36 weeks of vocabulary 
practice for your students to use all year.



INCORPORATES
BEST PRACTICES

Students will define words multiple ways, 
using word associations, building personal connections 

to words, and through weekly review.



- Week 1: collapse, brief, supplies, vehicle
- Week 2: unique, result, destination, improve
- Week 3: reason, valuable, quote, respond
- Week 4: entire, surround, fact, text
- Week 5: tourist, trait, define, flexible
- Week 6: opinion, uniform, source, previous
- Week 7: maximum, clarify, recommend, quantity
- Week 8: patient, arrange, effective, scatter
- Week 9: additional, passage, minimum, elect
- Week 10: recognize, climate, inform, simplify
- Week 11: similar, repair, event, invitation
- Week 12: diagram, furious, signal, pleasant
- Week 13: solution, disappoint, predict, opposite
- Week 14: guide, sample, appear, drenched
- Week 15: series, permission, celebrate, complete
- Week 16: volunteer, discover, necessary, amusing
- Week 17: prefer, include, release, cooperate
- Week 18: threaten, century, perhaps, insert
- Week 19: automatic, document, border, often
- Week 20: talent, recall, swift, ancient

- Week 21: habit, distant, imitate, usual
- Week 22: pause, journey, reverse, spoil
- Week 23: loyal, construct, repeat, protect
- Week 24: least, difficult, ignore, exactly
- Week 25: select, hectic, generous, ordinary 
- Week 26: exaggerate, heap, suggest, ability
- Week 27: invade, wit, adjust, demand
- Week 28: tidy, doze, prove, audience
- Week 29: fierce, struggle, portrait, schedule
- Week 30: brilliant, sway, clutch, advice
- Week 31: scold, sensitive, exhausted, mural
- Week 32: plenty, warrior, fade, shuffle
- Week 33: rubbish, gaze, delight, cellar
- Week 34: chuckle, unfortunately, fetch, plunge
- Week 35: satisfied, rare, desire, boast
- Week 36: wealthy, clever, miserable, beg

Vocabulary Words: 3RD Grade

TIER TWO WORDS

144 HIGH-UTILITY WORDS
This resource uses high-utility words that appear often across a variety of 
domains and are crucial when using mature, academic language. These 

are the most valuable words for students to add to their vocabulary.



ORGANIZATION

WEEK AT A GLANCE
Students will add four new words to their vocabulary 

each week and show their understanding by responding 
to questions and prompts. 



ORGANIZATION

Each week, students will review the words of 
the week to reinforce their understanding.



DAY 1

DAY 2

Each week is organized the same way to help you 
develop a strong routine that’s predictable for students.

ORGANIZATION

DAY 3

DAY 4
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DAY 5



FEATURES OF THIS RESOURCE
PARTS OF SPEECH

The part of speech is given for each word to help 
students understand the word and how it’s used.



FEATURES OF THIS RESOURCE
DEFINITIONS

Each word is defined for students as a starting point to 
address the questions and build deeper understanding.



FEATURES OF THIS RESOURCE
EXAMPLE SENTENCES

An example sentence is provided for each word 
with enough context to help students understand the 

meaning and how it’s used.



FEATURES OF THIS RESOURCE
ATTRIBUTES & EXAMPLES

Discussion questions require students to identify attributes, 
examples, and synonyms of the word to help build 
understanding and recognize shades of meaning.



FEATURES OF THIS RESOURCE
PERSONAL CONNECTIONS

Students personally connect the words to an event or 
experience in their own life to improve their memory, 

understanding, and associations with the word.



FEATURES OF THIS RESOURCE
GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS & THINKING MAPS

Students must define words in different ways 
each week to complete a graphic organizer.



FEATURES OF THIS RESOURCE
WEEKLY REVIEW

Students review the four new words each week to 
reinforce understanding and respond to a writing prompt 

that requires them to show their understanding.



Quickly check students’ work with answer 
keys or allow them to easily self-check.

FEATURES OF THIS RESOURCE
ANSWER KEY



Do you need a paperless version? Assign the 
vocabulary pages on your digital platform.

DIGITAL OPTION
GO 100% PAPERLESS



Students can read the passage, fill in the short-answer 
questions, and turn the assignment in digitally.

DIGITAL OPTION



CLICK THE PICTURE:

CHECK OUT THIS BLOG POST TO GRAB 
SOME ADDITIONAL FREE VOCABULARY 
ACTIVITIES TO USE WITH YOUR STUDENTS

https://kristinenannini.com/best-practices-for-building-students-vocabulary/

